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ABSTRACT 
Let M,, be the vector space of the n × n matrices over the field ~:. Let H be a 
subgroup of the symmetric group of degree n and X an DZ-valued character of H. If 
A = [aq] ~ Mn, the Schur function of A is 
d H (A)  = E X(° ) l - I  ai~o)" 
~rE H i 
A linear mapping T: M n ~ M, is called a Schur function preserver if
dff(T( X )) = dff ( X) 
/or every X in M~. 
We survey some very recent results on Schur function preservers with special 
emphasis on the case in which H is the full symmetric group and F is the complex 
field. In this case a complete description of the preservers i possible. 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
Let  S, be the symmetr ic  group of degree n and H one of  its subgroups. 
By X we denote  an F-valued i r reducib le character  of  H. O f  course B: is a 
field, Mn(F) is the vector  space over IF of  the n × n matr ices with entr ies 
in Y. 
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Let A = [aij] be a matrix of M,(B:). The Schur function of A associated 
with H and X is defined by 
d H(A) = E X(°') f i  ai~(i ). 
o ,~H i=1 
When H is the whole S,, and ~: is the complex field, this function is also 
called immanant associated with X. 
Let T be a linear operator from Mn([F) into itself. We say that T is a 
linear preserver of the Schur function associated with H and X (Schur 
preserver, for short) if 
d~(T(Z)) = dxn(Z), VZ E Mn(~Z). 
It is our purpose to give an overview of the results so far known on Schur 
preservers. 
The study of linear preservers of something, not necessarily the Schur 
function, has been the object of many articles. However, before the recent 
article by M. A. Duffner [5], little was known about Schur preservers. Much 
information about problems of this type can be found in Linear and 
Muhilinear Algebra, Volume 33(1-2). 
2. CLASSIC RESULTS 
The Schur preservers have been known for a long-time in two cases: (i) 
the Schur function is the determinant, and (if) the Schur function is the 
permanent. 
Frobenius proved that the linear preservers of determinants are the linear 
operators of the form 
T( X) = AXB 
or  
T( N) = AXTB, 
where A and B satisfy det(AB) = 1 and the superscript T means transpose. 
More recently H. Minc [10] gave another proof of this result. 
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In the case of the permanent preserver M. Marcus and F. C. May [9] 
showed that for n > 2, the linear preservers of permanents are the linear 
operators of the form 
T(X)  = PDXLQ 
or  
T(X)  = PDXTLQ, 
where P and Q are permutation matrices and D and L are diagonal matrices 
satisfying per DL = 1. 
It is natural that the determinant and the permanent preservers have 
been the first to be fully described. To our knowledge the first author to 
obtain important results for other Schur functions was E. P. Botta [1, 2]. His 
results are intricate and the assumptions rather restrictive. For example, H 
must be transitive and cyclic, or H must be regular and X of degree 1, or H 
must be doubly transitive, properly contained in S,, and X of degree 1. The 
statements of Botta's results are not simple. We point out that in all of his 
results the linear preservers he found are of the form 
T(X) , j  = Cr~Xr,; 
i.e., each entry of T(X)  is a multiple of another entry of X. In Section 3 we 
describe some Sehur preservers for which some entries of T(X)  are linear 
combinations of two or more entries of T(X).  
3. SCHUR PRESERVERS OF SPECIAL TYPE 
In this section we study the linear operators that have the form 
T ( X ) = AXB 
and we describe all the Schur preservers of this type. 
For the above operator to be a Schur preserver it is necessary and 
sufficient hat 
dH( AXB) = dux ( X) ,  VX ~ M,,(I:). (3.1) 
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Therefore, we have only to describe the pairs of matrices satisfying this 
identity. This has been done by M. A. Duffner and G. N. de Oliveira [6]. We 
note that the motivation for their work was not the study of Schur preservers. 
In fact [6] is part of a family of papers seeking matrices atisfying certain 
identities [7, 8]. 
We need some concepts and notation. Let 3-(H, X) be the subgroup of 
H generated by the transpositions ~" in H for which X(T) = -x( id) .  We 
consider now X as a function from S,, into U z with x(~b)= 0 whenever 
~b ~ H. This has some notational advantages. 
Let ~(H,  X) be the set of pairs of permutations defined by 
i 
YZ(H,x )  ={(T ,  Tr) :~' ,Tr~S . and 
x(id)x(~-o-Tr) = X(o-)x(TTr),Vcr ~ Sn}. 
Note that this set is certainly nonempty since (id, id) ~ ~e(H, X). 
If o" is an element of S n, by P((r)  we denote the permutation matrix 
whose (i, j )  entry is 6~(j). 
THEOREM. Assume that the characteristic of ~: is larger than 2 and 
than the degree of X. The matrices A and B satisfy (3.1) if and only if they 
can be written as 
a = 
B = e( r )N  
and 
(i) The entries (i, j )  of M and N are zero whenever i andj are in different 
orbits of f ' (H,  X ). 
(ii) The pair (r, 7r) belongs to ~(H,  X). 
(iii) det MN = X 0"~)/x( id) .  
We note that this theorem shows the existence of Schur preservers for 
which some entries of T(X) are linear combinations of two or more entries 
of X. This happens when 3~(H, X) has orbits of length greater than 1. 
4. IMMANANT PRESERVERS 
The complete solution of the problem of finding all the Schur preservers 
seems to be difficult because in general we do not have sufficient information 
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about the characters of H. In one case there is good knowledge of the 
characters: when H equals the whole symmetric group and Dr is the complex 
field. Thanks to this knowledge, M. A. Duffner [5] was able to settle the 
problem for immanants. We now succintly describe her work. Since the only 
irreducible characters of degree 1 of S,, are X = sign and X = 1, and in these 
cases the problem has been solved by Frobenius and M. Marcus and F. C. 
May, we assume that the degree of X is greater than 1. We denote the 
Hadamard product (elementwise) of matrices by *. 
TItEOREM, Let n > 4. Assume that H = S,, ~: = C, and X is of degree 
larger than 1. The linear operator T is a Schur preserver if and only if either 
T(X)  = C * [P(~-)XP(~')]  
or 
T( X)  = C *[ P(T)xTp(~r)]  
and 
X(O' )  f i  eio.(i ) = X(TYor"i'), VO" E St,. 
i=1  
The ease n = 3 needs a different treatment. A. Duffner also gave the 
solution of this case but in fact this solution is already contained in an earlier 
result of Botta [1]. The proof of the above theorem is lengthy but we think it 
is worth explaining the essential ideas in the proof. 
Let 
,~g= {A:A  ~ M.(C) and degdS"(xA + B) <_ 1,VB ~ M~(C)}. 
Here deg denotes the degree of a polynomial. The set ~¢ had 'already 
been used by M. Marcus. It can be shown that if T is an immanant preserver 
then it is nonsingular. It follows easily that T(s¢) ___~a¢. 
Let o- be an arbitrary element of Sn, (i, k) a transposition and r = cr o 
(i, k) (o means composition). Now if A ~ 5¢, considerations on the degree of 
the polynomial dSn(xA + B) for special choices of B lead to 
x(  ~r)ai~(i)ak~(k, + X(r)ai¢(,)ak¢(k ) = O. 
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This equality is essential to achieving a description of .~¢. Assume that a 
certain aioJo is different from zero. If  we can find or such that tr(i 0) =J0, 
X(O') 4: 0, X(~') = 0, we can conclude that 
ako.(k ) = 0 
for every k for which such a or exits. It is well known that for an irreducible 
character of degree larger than 1 there are elements of the group where it is 
zero. Let 
Xx(H  ) = {o ' : t r~H and X( t r )  =0}.  
The author investigates the set M/x(H) and then gives a complete descrip- 
tion of ~'. To avoid technical details we only say that the matrices in .a¢ have 
many zero entries and since T(~¢) G~¢, from the action of T on the matrices 
of ~¢ it is possible, following an argument similar to that of Botta [1, 2], to 
show that T must have one of the above forms. Then the proof of the 
sufficiency is easy by checking that if T has one of the above forms it 
preserves the Schur function. 
5. QUESTIONS ABOUT~x(H)  
Let us return to the set Mrx(H). To our knowledge little is known about 
this set. There is still a point in Duffner's theorem that is not clear and has to 
do with Mrx(H). Assume that we want to construct a matrix C satisfying 
X(°') h ci,,(i) = X(~tr'r), Vo" E Sn. (5.1) 
i=1  
We can view this as a system of nonlinear equations on the unknowns cij. 
The situation is a little more complicated because ~- and ~" are also un- 
knowns. What conditions are needed for this system of equations to be 
eonsistent? 
When the present paper was practically complete, M. Purifica;ao Coelho 
[3] answered the above question as follows. First note that (5.1) can be 
written 
x(¢)  lZl ~,~,~ = x(¢~) ,  w ~ s.. 
i=1  
Now define S~ x) by 
S(nX) = ( P~ Sn:3Cij'X(°') f i  cicr(i)= X(°'P)'V°'E Sn) 
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Clearly the identity belongs to S(, x~ and it is not difficult to show that this 
subset of S n is in fact a subgroup. If  we give a complete description of S(~ x~, 
the condition (5.1) in Duffner's theorem will no longer be a mystery. 
THEOREM [31. I f  n > 4 or n = 4 but X -¢ [2, 21, S(~ x) consists of the 
identity only. I f  n --- 4 and X = [2, 2], S(4 x) is the group with elements id, 
(1 2)(3 4), (1 3)(2 4), (1 4)(2 3). 
I f  follows that if we are not in the exceptional case, in (5.1) rr and r must 
be inverse to each other. Now we can present Duffner's theorem in a more 
precise form. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  n > 4 or n = 4 and X :/: [2, 2], T is a Schur preserver 
if  and only if  
T (X)  = C* [P ( r )XP( r  1)] 
OF 
T( X ) = C * [ P( T) XTp( T-1) ] 
and 
f i  Cicr(i) = 1 
i= l  
fi~r every cr such that X( o') :/= O. 
The corresponding version for the case n = 4, X = [2, 2] can also be 
easily obtained. 
6. SCHUR PRESERVERS FOR SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
Let H,, be the vector space of the n × n symmetric matrices over a field 
of characteristic zero. The following problem can be posed. Find all the linear 
operators from H,, into H satisfying 
dS. (T (  X ) )  = dS,.( X ) ,  VX  ~ H,,. 
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The answer has been given jointly by A. Duffner and M. Purificagao Coelho 
[41. 
THEOREM. Let n > 4 and let X be an irreducible complex character of 
S n. A linear operator T: H~ --* H~ is a Schur preserver if and only if 
r (  x )  = C * [ P( o" ) XP( o--1)] , 
where C = [cq] is a matrix of H,~ satisfying 
f i  CiTr(i) = ] i=1 
for every ¢r in S, such that x(~r) -~ O. 
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